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He’s our boss
.

Short facts:

Name: Erik Olof Bjurhäll
Age: 62 years old
Birthday: 9th of August
Nationality: Swedish
Religion: Christian
Family: 3 children and they are 4,
30 and 34 years old. He isn’t
married but he has a partner.

This is Erik. The picture is taken from
Vimmerby newspapers website.

Some other facts
Erik’s favorite color is yellow and his
favorite food is gratin lobster.
His favorite season is spring because it`s
warm and you know that the summer is
coming. He likes soccer and skiing. He
has played soccer.
Erik likes action and crime fiction movies
and the best movie he has seen is Killing
Fields.
He loves to read and he speaks Swedish,
English and a little French and German.
If Erik could choose another language to
learn he would choose Italian.

Eriks life
When Erik was a child he lived on a big
farm together with his parents and sister.
On the farm there was always something
going on. He had a lot of friends and he
wasn´t the quiet type, he was very noisy.
His boyhood dream was to become a
pilot, but he didn`t. Instead he became a
teacher, because at that time there were
a lot of teaching jobs available. He
enjoyed being a teacher.
He believes that the society is good but
he thinks that we should take better care
of each other. The people who are in
need or who are not able to take care of
themselves should get help when they
need it. When he gets older he wants to
visit many places, like Singapore.
School related things
Erik worked as a teacher until 1998, from
then he has only worked as a principal. He
was a middle school teacher. His favorite
subject in school was math and history.
His worst subject was handwriting which
was a subject when he went to school.
Our school
Erik believes that the school environment
indoors is good and he likes that there are
many different cultures. He also
appreciates that the school has an English
profile. In his opinion the most important
subjects are Swedish, English and
Mathematics.
The way of thinking, the teachers , the
mixed classes and the way of working are
also special about our school.

Made by: Clara and Naemi.

They discovered our city
Our interview about Tour Stockholm with
Roberto and Diana from 6th grade.
Tour Stockholm is a tour in Stockholm. When
you are on this you have a guide who shows
you the places in Stockholm.
How was tour Stockholm?
- It was boring for the 6th graders.
What did you learn in tour Stockholm?
- We learned about the Nobelprice and we got
facts/details about famous buildings.
Do you want to do it again?
- No! We don´t want to, it was quite boring.
How long time did it take?
- It took one and a half hour. We began on
Sergels torg and we ended up near the Opera
house. It wasn´t just our class, there were
tourists with us too. They were from China,
Germany, Belgium and Australia.

The Movie
The 8th and 9th grade went to watch a
movie. The name of the movie was
MORE THAN HONEY. It was about bees
and how they help the world. Our class
thought that the movie was boring, but
it was good facts about bees,
something you need to know about
bees. It was a very long movie and they
spoke different languages in the movie.
After the movie we talked about it.
Made by: Adam R and Adam Q

picture by: Natasa Kolarevic
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PHOTO MISSION
The 7th grade in the English school of Kungsholmen got a mission
to take pictures in old town.
One week ago class 7 went on a photo mission. They went by train to
the Old town and there they got a mission to take three pictures by
using three different themes. The themes were love, dream and
loneliness. It took 45 minutes to finish and they thought it was hard and
wanted to have easier themes but they still thought it was kind of fun.
They saw lots of different objects, for ex. Statues, old buildings and the
castle. They learned a little about what soldiers do and about the statue
St.Göran and the dragon. The purpose of this mission was to learn how
to edit pictures.

Translation: If life olny were about surviving then everything is fine, I´m
alive. The picture is taken by one of the pupils in 8th grade.
Made by: Alex and Johanna

Our visit to the Opera
house!
Students from second grade up to 9th
grade went to the opera house.
The students have visited the opera
house, there was a guide who told them
about the opera. First they went to a big
room which is called the Goldenroom
and it was painted with a special gold
colour but it isn’t real gold. In the roof of
the room there is paintings made by
Richard Wages. Sometimes they rent the
room to people who want to have their
weddings there or for a special day and
it costs 10 000 sek/h .
After that they went in to the opera
where they do the shows and sat there
to watch them about half an hour but
the show is three hours long. The name
of the show is Parsifal. After the show
the guide showed us the ballet dresses
and the shoes, they are special from
England because it is cheaper there . In
the past people had long ballet dresses
because women couldn´t have short
dresses because they were not allowed
to show their legs. It was good for men
because they also had to wear the ballett
dresses. Now the women are allowed to
have short dresses because the women
have rights nowadays That was all from
our visit to the opera house!
BY :Nesrin & Savin

Pictures from the Opera house. Taken by: Natasa
Kolarevic

Gustav the III
The man who built the Opera
house in Sweden.
Gustav the III was the king of Sweden in the 17711792. Gustav the III took his own money and built
the Opera house. He had and still has a room in
the Opera house. The room was a secret room for
him. He got shot at the masquerade party. After
he got shot they took him to the secret room. He
survived but after two weeks he died. He was shot
by a gun. They shoot him in the back.

Photo taken from: sv.wikipedia.org
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Barack Obama Visit
USA president Barack Obama visited
Sweden for only 48 hours.
For the first time since his election as
president, Barack Obama visited Sweden to
discuss issues regarding the Syrian political
situation with the Swedish prime minister
Fredrik Reinfeldt.
Barack Obama stayed in Grand Hotel. He
also ate lunch with the Royal family. It was
only a short stay. When Barack Obama
arrived, roads were closed especially the E4
highway.
Barack Obama visited as well KTH- Royal
Institution of Technology - to discuss new
invented devices.

This is the Swedish prime minister with Barack
Obama. Photo:http://www.swedenabroad.com/

Barack Obama was pleased to visit
Sweden:”Sweden is one of the World’s
greatest places, and I want to be back with
my family.” and he also said “Sweden is in
my heart.”
By: Chanel and Milena.

Did you know this about Swedish sports?
Gabriel Landskog got a new contract with NHL
Gabriel Landeskog has signed a 7-year-contract
and is now going to get 250 million Swedish
crowns.
He is 20 years old. His negotiation started in
NHL- draft in New Jersey almost a month ago.
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Amadou Jawo saves Djurgården
Djurgården is a Swedish soccer
team. Amadou Jawo who is 29
years old, saved Djurgården in
the 94th minute when he scored
a penalty. His goal made IFK
Gothenburg get behind Malmö
FF by four points for the
upcoming gold battle.

